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Business Focused Cultural Resource Management 



PaleoWest is dedicated to solution-driven 
cultural resource consulting on behalf of  
clients who need their projects guided through  
the regulatory challenges posed by prehistoric, 
historic, architectural, ethnographic, and 
paleontological resources.

Founded in 2006, PaleoWest has carried out projects from coast to coast 
and internationally. PaleoWest has assisted with permitting and licensing 
of well over 500,000 acres of renewable energy development and we have 
completed construction compliance for dozens of major multi-year renewable 
energy and power generation projects. Our clientele includes a range of state 
and federal agencies, tribes, and private-sector clients. The firm’s work has 
gained the trust of government agencies, such as the Department of Defense, 
Department of Energy, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM), Bureau of Reclamation, and U.S. Forest Service. Our tribal 
work has included aiding the establishment of the Tribal Historic Preservation 
Offices (THPO) and several very large infrastructure projects. PaleoWest’s 
proficiency at supporting the needs of energy development, water  
and land development, mining and exploration, and related  
industries has gained us trust and repeat business from  
a wide variety of firms in the private sector.
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WE SUPPORT 
CLIENTS IN:

Your use of innovative technologies  
facilitated quick access to data and allowed
forms and maps to be stored in the cloud,  
thus avoiding lost information. Presented 
with an extremely compressed schedule 
you succeeded in completing the field 
investigations on time.

Curtis Winner
Director of Safety and Technical & Land Services, NMGC

THE PALEOWAY

The advanced digital system we bring to our 
clients improves the efficiency of our work  
and the quality of our products.

Our system:

•  Eliminates digitization after fieldwork

•  Eliminates redundancies in data entry by  
 auto-filling (e.g. names, dates, locations)

•  Reduces errors by requiring appropriate  
 data in crucial fields

•  Improves data security through  
 continuous data backups

•  Speeds projects through  
 to completion

The nation’s first all-digital firm of its kind, 
PaleoWest has developed the premier 
approach to projects, employing a fully 
digital workflow for data collection and 
management. We call it the PaleoWay.

The PaleoWay system improves the quality of data collected in  
the field while making the process more efficient, allowing us 
to deliver a higher quality product to our clients, at a better 
value, and in less time.

The PaleoWay employs a customized database and carefully 
selected suite of applications that are leveraged from 
smartphones and tablets, as well as traditional computers.  
The PaleoWay system streamlines data collection, eliminates 
re-work and error, and produces report-ready data from the 
start, resulting in rapid deliverable turnaround times, improving 
upon traditional data collection and reporting methods.” 

“ 
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OUR EXPERTISE & SERVICES
Cultural Resources

• Historic, prehistoric, and maritime archaeology
• Architectural history
• Cultural resource surveys
• Testing and local and national register evaluations
• Data recovery and mitigation
• Management plans
• Cultural resource overviews and historic contexts
• Management plans, testing and data recovery plans, research  
 and sampling designs
• Ethnographic and ethnohistoric research
• Tribal consultation

Paleontology

• Paleontological field surveys
• Literature reviews and research
• Fossil salvage and recovery

Construction Compliance

• Construction monitoring
• Mitigation monitoring plans
• Worker environmental awareness training

GIS and Technology

• Geographic Information Systems (GIS)  
 and database services
• Geophysical surveys
• Aerial imaging
• 3D modeling

EXPERTS IN NATIVE  
AMERICAN CONSULTATION

 

THE EXPERTS
PaleoWest was brought in by the Wyoming 
BLM to facilitate the Native American 
consultation process with 24 tribes from 
across the Plains for an oil and gas EIS.

FAMILIARITY
Our experience with Section 106 and CEQA 
provide us with invaluable insights into how 
the tribal consultation process can become  
a win-win proposition.

EXPERIENCE
PaleoWest staff have multiple decades 
of experience with numerous tribal 
representatives along the Pacific Coast, across 
the Rocky Mountains, and the Great Plains.



www.PaleoWest.com

HELPING CLIENTS TO  
CLEARLY AND ACCURATELY  
UNDERSTAND REGULATORY  
OBLIGATIONS, AND
DESIGNING APPROACHES 
TO ADDRESS THOSE  
OBLIGATIONS THAT ARE  
EFFECTIVE, ADEQUATE,  
AND DEFENSIBLE.

Not only have PaleoWest met all 
expectations of Bureau of Reclamation,
but they have been extremely proactive  
in meeting tribal concerns and
addressing tribal questions. They have  
been an excellent representative for
the agency. Their professionalism, and 
excellent communication skills have
been a great benefit to this large and 
complex project that is currently the  
largest project in Department of lnterior,  
and Reclamation.

WHAT 
OUR 

CLIENTS 
SAY

“ 

” ” 
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Your excavation team exceeded  
our expectations. It was a difficult  
task and your performance was  
much appreciated to keep our  
project schedule moving forward.

“ 
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OUR KEY LEADS
Kevin Thompson, M.A., RPA (Denver Office)
Senior Vice President
Mr. Thompson has more than 40 years’ experience across the western 
U.S. and the Pacific. His project history includes many complex, multi-
year and multistate energy development, transportation infrastructure,
water, fiber optic, and mining projects.

Vanessa Mirro, M.A., RPA (Los Angeles Office)
Vice President and California Principal
Ms. Mirro has more than 20 years of experience in cultural resources
management in California, the eastern United States, and Canada. She 
has managed numerous large-scale, multiyear projects and conducted 
successful consultation with numerous Native American groups and
resource agencies.

Clint Helton, M.A., RPA (Orange County Office)
Vice President
Mr. Helton has been supporting renewable energy clients for over 16
years and has assisted with permitting and construction compliance for
dozens of major undertakings including the largest solar and wind 
developments in the United States. He is a national expert in cultural
resources compliance and an innovative problem solver.

Julie Duggins, M.A., RPA (Tallahassee, FL Office)
Office Principal
Ms. Duggins is positioned to perform work across the Southeast from 
PaleoWest’s office in Tallahassee. Her 10-year relationship with the 
Florida State Historic Preservation Office and former employment with 
the reviewing agency, Division of Historical Resources, has resulted in 
expedited project clearance in Florida.

Matthew Tennyson, M.A., RPA (San Diego Office)
Office Principal
Mr. Tennyson has worked on renewable energy permitting and 
compliance up and down the west coast. He is an expert in NEPA, 
Section 106, CEQA, and Tribal consultation. Mr. Tennyson’s renewable 
energy projects include the Genesis Solar Energy Project, McCoy Solar 
Energy Project, and Blythe Solar Power Project.

“WE PRIDE  
OURSELVES  
ON BEING  
THE MOST  
INNOVATIVE 
TEAM OF  
PROBLEM  
SOLVERS IN  
THE BUSINESS.”
 



Paleowest has assisted with 
permitting and licensing of well over 
500,000 acres of renewable energy 
development and we have completed  
construction compliance for dozens 
of major multi-year renewable energy 
and power generation projects.

www.PaleoWest.com

OUR REPUTATION TO 
MAINTAIN SCHEDULE AND 
STAY ON-BUDGET WHILE 
MEETING REGULATORY  
REQUIREMENTS IS  
BEYOND COMPARE.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS 

NEXTERA ENERGY RESOURCES 
CEDAR SPRINGS WIND  
PROJECT
Douglas County, Wyoming

PaleoWest is supporting NextEra Energy Resources, LLC with 
development of the Cedar Springs Wind Energy Project in Converse 
County, Wyoming, through their indirect subsidiary Cedar Springs 
Renewables, LLC. This 400 MW wind farm operation will be split with 
PacifiCorp after construction is completed. 

The Cedar Springs Wind Energy Project will require the construction 
and/or upgrading of up to 160 wind turbine generators (WTG), a new 
network of electrical conductors, substations, and various other 
facilities. Since August, 2018 PaleoWest has been performing 
Class III cultural resources inventory as well as supporting tribal 
outreach and Traditional Cultural Property studies.

Our PaleoWest team was able to  
meet the client’s aggressive permitting 
schedule, producing four reports of 
over 13,000 acres of inventory in just 
over one year.
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PaleoWest is also providing cultural and paleontological 
resources monitoring for preconstruction geotechnical and site 
fencing activities at the PSP. Paleontological monitors were a late 
requirement for this effort, but PaleoWest was successful in providing 
paleontological field staff ahead of initiation of geotechnical studies 
and avoiding Project delays. 

PaleoWest was instrumental in revising the cultural resources 
mitigation measures for the PSP, providing the language to replace an 
overly burdensome survey far afield of the PSP that were not in line 
with the impacts the project will have on the landscape. PaleoWest 
was successful in revising the mitigation measures for the Desert 
Training Center to a much less costly mitigation program that still  
met the Project’s requirements to mitigate project impacts.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS 

PALEN SOLAR PROJECT
EDF Renewable Energy, 
Riverside County, California

Currently, PaleoWest is providing cultural and paleontological 
resources support to EDF Renewables (EDFR) for the Palen  
Solar Project (PSP), located on BLM-managed land in Riverside 
County. PaleoWest is in the process of drafting all cultural and  
paleontological plans for the PSP, including: the Monitoring  
and Discovery Plan, Tribal Participation Plan, NAGPRA Plan  
of Action, Cultural Resources Research Design, and the 
Paleontological Resources Monitoring and Mitigation Plan.

PaleoWest was instrumental in 
succesfully revising the cultural 
resources mitigation measures 
for the Palen Solar Project.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS 

NEXTERA NORTH SKY WIND 
ENERGY PROJECT
NextEra Energy Resources, LLC 
Kern County, California

PaleoWest supported completion of a cultural resources  
inventory of over 8,000 acres in support of the North Sky River 
(NSR) Wind Energy Project located in Kern County, California.  

The project proponent was North Sky River Energy, LLC (NSRE),  
a wholly-owned subsidiary of NextEra Energy Resources, LLC.  
NSR is located on 12,582 acres of land under Kern County 
permitting jurisdiction north of the unincorporated town of  
Mojave and north-northeast of the city of Tehachapi, with  
ancillary facilities, such as access roads and collector lines, 
located on public lands administered by the BLM.

The purpose of the cultural resources inventory was to  
determine the presence of historical resources and historic 
properties within the study area, and the area of potential  
effects (APE), pursuant to CEQA and Section 106 of the  
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) (36 Code of  
Federal Regulations [CFR] 800), respectively.

PaleoWest supported completion of 
a cultural resources inventory of over 
8,000 acres in support of the North Sky 
River (NSR) Wind Energy Project.



PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS 

FOUR CORNERS POWER 
PLANT DATA RECOVERY 
PROJECT
Arizona Public Service (APS) Company,
Navajo Nation, San Juan County, New Mexico

PaleoWest was contracted to mitigate the impacts of a large 
trenching/excavation project on a prehistoric archaeological site 
within the Four Corners Power Plant property on the Navajo Nation, 
Nenahnezad Chapter, in San Juan County, New Mexico. Site NM-H-
20-155 had been recommended as eligible to the National Register 
of Historic Places (NRHP) under Criterion D. Since the site could not
be avoided by the proposed construction, mitigation excavation 
was recommended. Data recovery efforts resulted in the entire 
site being documented, and the complete excavation of the portion 
of the site within the area of direct effect. This work mitigated 
adverse effects to the site. The portion of the site not impacted 
by construction remains recommended as eligible to the NRHP. 
All artifacts were reinterred as per the Navajo Nation Historic 
Preservation Department (NNHPD) direction at a location on 
property of the Four Corners Power Plant, and the documents were 
curated at NNHPD in Window Rock and at APS in Phoenix.

www.PaleoWest.com
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Since the site could not be avoided 
by the proposed construction, mitigation 
excavation was recommended. Data 
recovery efforts resulted in the entire 
site being documented, and the 
complete excavation of the portion of  
the site within the area of direct effect. 



Phoenix, Arizona
Headquarters
602.261.7253
319 East Palm Lane
Phoenix, AZ 85004

Los Angeles, California
626.408.8006
517 S. Ivy Avenue
Monrovia, CA 91016

Orange County, California
949.215.0523
27001 La Paz Road,
Suite 230
Mission Viejo, CA 92691

Portland, Oregon
971.801.0677
2918 N Lombard St.
Portland, OR  97217

S.F. Bay Area, California
925.253.9070
1870 Olympic Blvd
Suite 100
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

San Diego, California
619.210.0199
3990 Old Town Avenue
Suite C101
San Diego, CA 92110

Salt Lake City, Utah
801.203.4445
2002 S. 1300 E.
Salt Lake City, UT 84105

Austin, Texas
512.394.7477
7600 Burnet Road, Ste 130
Austin, TX 78757

Denver, Colorado
303.214.4301
308 E Simpson St
Lafayette, CO 80026

Santa Fe, New Mexico
505.516.0261
1010 Marquez Place, Suite C
Santa Fe, NM 87505

New York, New York
212.567.2536
1 Peirrpont Plaza, 12th Fl.
Brooklyn, NY 11201

Tallahassee, Florida
850.296.3669
916 East Park Avenue
Tallahassee, FL 32301

www.PaleoWest.com
info@paleowest.com
Tel: 866.563.2536 
Fax: 602.254.6280 

STAY ON TRACK 
WITH CUTTING EDGE
CULTURAL RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT

KEY CONTACT

Kevin Thompson, Senior Vice President
kthompson@paleowest.com  
Tel: 303.263.8993

Vanessa Mirro, Vice President /CA Principal
vmirro@paleowest.com   
Tel: 626.807.0364

Clint Helton, Vice President 
chelton@paleowest.com  
Tel: 949.500.2496


